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SOFTWARE/KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERS
CAREER IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Software A&E specializes in applying advanced software development and artificial intelligence techniques to the problems of government and private industry. In the area of knowledge-based expert systems, we have rapidly gained recognition as a company well equipped to create and apply the innovative technologies needed to solve these problems. We offer professional growth and technical challenge in an atmosphere that is both congenial and stimulating.

Product Development

Knowledge Engineering Systems (KES), an advanced expert system, is supported in multiple languages and hardware environments. KES is highly respected in the marketplace, and its use in government and industry is growing. In addition, we are developing a remarkably powerful and sophisticated software development environment. This product will integrate the recent advances in expert system architecture, database design, high level specification, and automatic programming.

Custom Systems

Past and current projects include automatic analysis of computer failure, knowledge-based software acquisition management, knowledge-based database query and analysis system, electronic maintenance trouble shooting and three dimensional spatial reasoning.

Qualifications Needed:
• BS/MS Computer Science
• UNIX, VAX or LISP machine experience
• Develop programs in LISP or C or Ada
• Expertise in interactive interfaces, artificial intelligence (knowledge-based systems), database systems, concurrent processing, operating systems languages, software engineering, and programming environments
• U.S. citizen

If you have this background and skill, and are interested in significant technical challenges and rewards, call or send resume to:

Ms. Allen
Software A&E, inc.
1500 Wilson Blvd., Suite 800
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 276-7910

Equal Opportunity Employer